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Abstract
This dissertation describes research activities broadly concerning the area of High-
level synthesis (HLS), but more specifically, regarding the HLS-based design of
energy-efficient hardware (HW) accelerators. HW accelerators, mostly implemented
on FPGAs, are integral to the heterogeneous architectures employed in modern high
performance computing (HPC) systems due to their ability to speed up the execution
while dramatically reducing the energy consumption of computationally challenging
portions of complex applications. Hence, the first activity was regarding an HLS-
based approach to directly execute an OpenCL code on an FPGA instead of its
traditional GPU-based counterpart. Modern FPGAs offer considerable computational
capabilities while consuming significantly smaller power as compared to high-end
GPUs. Several different implementations of the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm were
considered on both FPGA- and GPU-based platforms and their performance was
compared. FPGAs were generally more energy-efficient than the GPUs in all the
test cases. Eventually, we were also able to get a faster (in terms of execution time)
FPGA implementation by using an FPGA-specific OpenCL coding style and utilizing
suitable HLS directives.
The second activity was targeted towards the development of a methodology
complementing HLS to automatically derive power optimization directives (also
known as "power intent") from a system-level design description and use it to drive
the design steps after HLS, by producing a directive file written using the common
power format (CPF) to achieve power shut-off (PSO) in case of an ASIC design. The
proposed LP-HLS methodology reduces the design effort by enabling designers to
infer low power information from the system-level description of a design rather than
at the RTL. This methodology required a SystemC description of a generic power
management module to describe the design context of a HW module also modeled
in SystemC, along with the development of a tool to automatically produce the CPF
file to accomplish PSO. Several test cases were considered to validate the proposed
vi
methodology and the results demonstrated its ability to correctly extract the low
power information and apply it to achieve power optimization in the backend flow.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Modern electronic devices, driven by exceeding market requirements, are required
to perform a variety of tasks. Considering the example of mobile handsets; they
were initially meant to mainly support voice calls and text messaging i.e. short
messaging service (SMS). Modern smart phones, in comparison, are required to
support a variety of sophisticated features such as video calls, voice over IP (VoIP)
and multimedia messaging to name a few. The support for such increasing features
in modern electronic devices is provided by advanced system-on-chip (SoC) designs
consisting of heterogeneous system architectures.
Such heterogeneous systems essentially consist of a combination of multi-core
processors and hardware accelerators for speeding up the execution of compute in-
tensive operations while consuming considerably lower power [1], [2]. Traditionally,
graphics processing units (GPUs) have been used as accelerators in combination
with central processing units (CPUs) but unfortunately high performance computing
(HPC) systems based on GPUs are inefficient in terms of their power consumption
[3]. Modern field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) fortunately have the ability to
offer considerable execution speed while consuming only a fraction of the power as
compared to several high-end GPUs [4]. These FPGAs, hence are strong competitors
to the traditional GPU-based accelerators and are part of heterogeneous systems in
modern HPC systems.
It can be concluded from the discussion above that power consumption in modern
SoCs is as critical as their computational abilities. Hardware designers are always
looking to develop designs which are optimal both in terms of power and timing
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Fig. 1.1 Power saving vs design effort over different levels of a design flow
which unfortunately are conflicting performance parameters. It is easier to achieve
pareto-optimality, if the power is considered at a higher level of abstraction i.e. at the
system-level of the design flow. This is because major architectural decisions related
to cost, performance and power consumption are made at higher abstraction level
[5]. The opportunity to save power decreases as we go down the design flow from
system-level to the register transfer level (RTL) and below, while the optimization
effort increases. This is depicted in Fig. 1.1.
1.1 FPGA based heterogeneous computing system
Modern HPC systems are meant to analyze diverse range of complex phenomena in
a variety of fields such as data mining, fault simulation and fluid dynamics to name a
few. This requires the modern computers to provide huge computational abilities in
a sustainable manner. There has been a general consensus since long that constant
performance improvements in modern computers can not be obtained merely by
increasing their operating parameters e.g. the processor clock speed. While such
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measures may yield performance enhancement, they also result in a higher power
consumption than is desirable for modern HPC systems [6].
One of the solutions to this issue is to deploy systems that utilize accelerators
e.g. GPUs and FPGAs, in combination with multi-core processors to speed up the
execution of compute-intensive operations while still consuming considerably less
energy. Additionally, it is desirable to expose parallelism in applications e.g. by
using various parallel programming languages, so as to better exploit the parallel
architectures offered by these accelerators. Such systems offer sufficient execution
speed along with providing better energy efficiency [2].
GPUs are known to provide huge computational power and hence have been
used extensively for HPC applications. However, with their continuously increasing
computational capabilities, GPUs are also known to be extremely inefficient as far
as their energy consumption is concerned [7]. The energy consumption can be
significantly reduced while still having a considerable amount of computational
power by utilizing FPGA-based accelerators. FPGAs are well known for their
reconfigurability as well as their energy efficiency. This fact has been recognized in
the industry as evident from the decisions by Microsoft and Baidu to use FPGAs as
accelerators rather than GPUs in their respective search engines [8],[9].
A major limitation while utilizing FPGAs in modern heterogeneous systems is
the complexity in programming them. Traditional FPGA programming requires
sufficient expertise in one of the several hardware description languages (HDL) e.g.
Verilog and VHDL. Hardware designers normally use these languages for FPGA
programming but several useful algorithms are usually written in non hardware-
specific languages e.g. C/C++. It requires a lot of effort on the part of hardware
designers to port the algorithms for implementing them on FPGAs [10]. Furthermore,
describing hardware at such low-level languages limits the designers to explore only
a limited number of architectural options due to their much slower design and
verification cycles [11].
These issues can be rectified by an approach called High-level Synthesis (HLS)
which enables the designers to implement their algorithms, written in several higher
level languages such as C, C++ and SystemC, directly on FPGAs. HLS causes a
significant reduction in both the design and verification time and effort as compared
to an HDL design. Additionally, it allows designers to have several considerably
different hardware implementations, satisfying a variety of design constraints, from
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a single high-level code by merely providing different directives to the HLS tool, a
process called design space exploration (DSE) [12], [13].
Recognizing the abilities of FPGAs as competitors to the traditional GPU-based
accelerators and the programming complexity affiliated with them, various HLS
tools have been developed recently by the leading FPGA manufacturers e.g. Xilinx
and Altera, for their respective devices. These HLS tools have been developed to
directly support the RTL synthesis starting from the description of an algorithm in a
parallel programming framework namely OpenCL developed by the Khronos group
to enable execution of applications on heterogeneous platforms.
OpenCL is based upon C/C++ and is used to expose parallelism in an application
to enable speed up by exploiting the concurrency offered by the hardware accelerators
e.g. GPUs. It holds an advantage over the very similar Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA) programming framework by NVIDIA. This is due to the fact
that unlike CUDA being used to program NVIDIA GPUs only, OpenCL offers higher
execution portability thus enabling the execution of the same OpenCL code on a
variety of hardware platforms e.g. CPUs and GPUs. With the development of HLS
tools using OpenCL code as an input, the same code used to execute the application
on a CPU/GPU can now be used for FPGA implementation as well with the same
optimization effort as that on CPU/GPU-based platforms [14].
As mentioned before, OpenCL offers execution portability but unfortunately,
it does not offer performance portability. This implies that even though the same
OpenCL code can be executed on a variety of hardware platforms, the performance
would vary from one device to another. OpenCL implementation and optimization
support on Xilinx FPGAs is provided by the SDAccelTM tool chain from Xilinx,
utilizing tools from Vivado® design suite for RTL and logic synthesis [15], [16].
1.2 High-level synthesis based low power methodol-
ogy
Fig. 1.1 shows that maximum power can be saved by specifying power intent at
the system-level of the hardware design flow. This would also require the least
optimization effort as compared to the cases where optimization is considered at
lower levels of abstraction. In a conventional design flow, the designers must
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optimize manually written RTL to satisfy strict power requirements by applying
numerous power optimization techniques to optimize both the leakage power as well
as the dynamic power. This process involves taking into account a complex multi-
dimensional problem space while considering a variety of low-level information
regarding the RTL design within a strict time limitation. This obviously becomes
extremely difficult and the solution is to raise the level of abstraction above the
RTL for easier power optimization and to utilize RTL synthesis automation tools
[17]. The power optimization techniques usually target supply voltage and clock
control methodologies e.g. power shut-off (PSO), dynamic voltage frequency scaling
(DVFS), clock gating (CG) and multi-supply voltage (MSV). PSO is particularly
useful to reduce leakage power in hand-held devices which are usually powered by
energy sources (e.g. batteries) that can only provide a limited amount of energy [18].
Previously, the total power dissipation in a complimentary metal oxide semi-
conductor (CMOS) was dominated by the dynamic power but leakage power has
now become an equally significant contributor with the prevailing nanometric tech-
nologies. It can be assumed that this situation would continue to worsen with the
continuous scaling of technology. Fig. 1.2 clearly shows this trend [19]. Dynamic
power consumption in CMOS occurs during the active mode when the signals
through the CMOS toggle hence changing their logic states, resulting in the charging
and discharging of load capacitors [20]. Leakage power on the other hand consists
of active leakage and standby leakage. The standby leakage power consumption
occurs during circuit sleep mode while the active leakage is caused by the leakage
current that still flows even in the operation mode. The active leakage becomes a
significant contributor to the leakage power in deeply scaled devices [21].
As discussed before, HLS takes a high-level description of a design and automati-
cally generates several RTL descriptions satisfying different area/performance/power
constraints thus reducing both the design and verification time and effort. It certainly
is desirable to have a fully automated low power flow, enabling the incorporation
of both logic as well as power into the design starting from the system-level. This
would require a methodology to automatically capture the power intent of a de-
sign at the system-level while using HLS to achieve a broad set of target system
implementations.
A broad overview of such a methodology is shown in Fig. 1.3. Unlike the
traditional methodology involving power intent definition together with the RTL,
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this methodology involves defining power intent directly using the system-level code
and using HLS to automatically generate the RTL. This is followed by applying the
already defined power intent in the later stages of the design flow to achieve power
optimization. High-level synthesis preserves the naming convention of the design
hierarchy including instances, signals and ports. This in turn enables designers to
directly define power intent on the system-level code, which is more convenient
to understand owing to its higher level of abstraction. Additionally, adding power
management logic at the system-level makes functional verification simpler via the
design-specific system-level testbench [5].
1.3 Problem Statement
This dissertation deals with some issues regarding high-level synthesis in general
and low-power hardware accelerator design in particular. FPGAs can be categorized
as reconfigurable digital hardware which have been used in a variety of applications
ranging from signal processing to high performance switches. They also represent
1.3 Problem Statement 7
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excellent options as accelerators due to their flexibility, energy efficiency and high
performance. FPGAs are usually programmed using hardware description languages
like verilog or VHDL. To be proficient in these languages, one needs to have
considerable knowledge about computer architecture and hardware design [10]. This
programming complexity affiliated with FPGAs has been the reason for reluctance
shown by designers in using FPGAs as accelerators. HLS, however, gives us a way
around this issue by allowing us to program the FPGAs directly through C/C++ and
other programming frameworks based on them e.g. SystemC and OpenCL. With this
issue being taken care of, FPGAs can be strong competitors to the prevailing trend
of using GPUs as hardware accelerators.
With regards to obtaining energy-efficient application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) designs, describing power intent at the system-level is still a stiff challenge
for system architects and designers. Power optimization is usually considered at
the RTL in a conventional design flow when most of the architectural decisions
have already been made. It is thus desired to have a methodology that enables the
description of both the behavioral functionality as well as the power intent at a higher
level of abstraction while using HLS tools at the front end of the proceeding design
flow. There, however, exists no commercial tools or methodology presently for this
purpose and the required effort must still be done manually. A brief overview of the
methodology which can yield this automation has been shown in Fig. 1.3.
1.4 Contribution
One of the goals of the thesis is to explore a methodology using HLS to imple-
ment an application written in OpenCL on an FPGA-based accelerator. The main
contributions from this activity are:
• investigation of the issues encountered when implementing and optimizing
a code, written in non-hardware specific OpenCL on a Xilinx FPGA device.
The methodology is based on HLS and it is intended to apply a variety of HLS
optimization attributes and techniques and see how an OpenCL code responds
to them to yield the desired performance on an FPGA.
• secondly, it is also intended to emphasize on the difference in compilation of
an OpenCL code to be executed on a GPU and an FPGA, stemming mainly
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due to their different architectures. While GPUs due to their fixed architecture,
support just-in-time compilation, the FPGAs due to their flexible architec-
ture, allow a more thorough exploration of various code optimizations than
allowed by just-in-time compilation. The OpenCL standard thus, allows offline
compilation of the OpenCL code to be executed on an FPGA.
• finally, it is shown by comparing the performance of multiple algorithm im-
plementations on various platforms that the code executing efficiently on an
FPGA is very different from the one leading to the best implementation on a
GPU.
The thesis also deals with the development of a methodology based on HLS to
automatically generate power optimization directives to achieve PSO (leading to
reduced leakage power) in an ASIC design in the form of a common power format
(CPF) file by using the relevant information, extracted from the system-level design
e.g. the module to be shut-off, as well as other important information e.g. technology
specifications. CPF is a standard endorsed by the low power coalition at Silicon
Integration Initiative (Si2) and can be used to describe power intent for a design [22].
It should be noted that large FPGAs (with several transistors) also suffer from
huge leakage power consumption. This is because of the increase in leakage compo-
nent of each of the several transistors embedded into modern heavily scaled FPGAs.
Furthermore, in large FPGAs, a sizeable portion of the available resources may
remain unutilized if the design does not fill up the device completely. This would
result in leakage power due to both the utilized and unutilized parts of the FPGA
[23].
The authors in [24] have proposed a method to reduce the leakage power sig-
nificantly in FPGAs by shutting down individual accelerators dynamically during
idle periods at run-time through a technique called dynamic power-gating. The
same authors in [25] also present a technique to achieve fine-grained power gating
by shutting down selected portions of hierarchical designs with large accelerators
i.e. sub-accelerators, while the rest of the sub-accelerators are still running. The
identification of idle states along with their duration however, in FPGAs is very
difficult to achieve thus discouraging designers to make the required effort. Power
gating in ASIC designs however is much more common, wherein, the opportunities
for power gating can be identified manually and exploited using standard file formats
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such as unified power format (UPF) or CPF [23]. Hence, it is worthwhile to note
that while many of the optimizations used during the course of the first activity
are relevant both for ASIC and FPGA designs, the second activity (concerned with
using CPF for power gating) pertains exclusively to an ASIC design. The main
contributions from this activity are:
• exploring issues encountered while obtaining a fully automated low power
ASIC design flow starting from the system-level description to the physi-
cal design. This would involve the development of a generic system-level
power management module to enable firstly the specification and later on the
application of the power intent to achieve a power efficient design.
• development of a tool that can automatically generate the power optimization
directives to achieve PSO for a given system design context.
1.5 Organization of the thesis
This thesis presents a collection of the work done in the field of electronic design
automation using high-level synthesis with an emphasis on power/energy efficient
designs. The first activity deals with an exploration of the prospects of using FPGAs
as accelerators in modern heterogeneous systems by utilizing HLS along with their
performance comparison with some high-end GPUs. This activity is covered in this
document from chapters 2 to 4. The second activity explores the idea of developing
a fully automated low power design methodology complementing the HLS to obtain
power-efficient ASIC designs. The details can be found in chapters 5, 6 and 7.
Chapter 8 concludes the work along with mentioning some future directions in which
both the activities can be pursued. A brief description of each chapter is presented
here.
Chapter 2: Basic theory regarding heterogeneous system architectures is pre-
sented here with reference to both GPU- and FPGA-based acceleration.
Chapter 3: This chapter gives a description of OpenCL programming language
which is a parallel programming framework and enables execution portability over a
variety of device platforms.
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Chapter 4: This chapter compares FPGAs versus GPUs in terms of execution
speed, power and energy consumption. This is done by utilizing a widely used
classification algorithm i.e. K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), as a test case.
Chapter 5: This chapter explains the details regarding system-level power
management module which enables the provision of signals necessary to achieve
power gating thus yielding a power-efficient ASIC design.
Chapter 6: The description of our proposed low power HLS-based methodology
(LP-HLS) is presented here along with a description of the tool that we developed to
automatically derive the power optimization directives necessary to achieve PSO.
Chapter 7: This chapter presents the design test cases that were used to validate
our LP-HLS methodology. The results validating our proposed methodology are
also presented.
Chapter 8: The work is finally concluded along with a brief description of the
future directions in which the activities can be pursued.
A sample CPF file used for power gating one of our test cases i.e. an Inverse
Discrete Cosine Transform (IDCT) design in a JPEG IDCT decoder is provided in
Appendix A.
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Chapter 2
Heterogeneous System Architecture
A heterogeneous system refers to a system comprising of several different processors
and cores. Such multi-core architectures offer high performance along with better
power efficiency by not only using additional processor cores but by using specialized
hardware called accelerators to handle certain computationally challenging portions
of the applications.
2.1 Why Heterogeneous architecture?
Besides the complexity i.e. the number of transistors per square inch of a processor,
the processor frequency also traditionally follows the Moore’s low very closely. This
trend of a continuous increase in the frequency has however been hindered by certain
physical constraints e.g. the power density [26]. The equation for power density
specifically depicting the influence of frequency is given by (2.1):
P =Cρ fV 2dd (2.1)
where P is the power density i.e. the power dissipated per unit area, C represents the
total capacitance, ρ is the transistor density i.e. the number of transistors per unit
area, f represents the processor frequency and Vdd is the supply voltage [27].
It should be noted that (2.1) ignores the leakage power which contributes signifi-
cantly to the over all power consumption in CMOS sub-micron technologies [28].
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As evident from (2.1), the clock frequency of the processor can not be increased
unbounded due to the so called power wall.
One of the solutions to improve performance while still keeping the power
consumption in check, is to use multi-core processors running at lower frequencies
and supply voltages than the single core processors. For example, a dual core design
running at 85% of the supply voltage and frequency offers 180% better performance
while still consuming approximately the same power as a single core design [26].
The issue with the multi-core processors in use presently though, is that most of their
resources are spent on logic and cache thus, resulting in majority of the power being
consumed by non-computational units.
Heterogeneous architectures give us an alternative solution to this issue. These
architectures utilize the multi-core processors in combination with high performance
accelerators for a given power or transistor budget. This essentially means that the
accelerators use fewer transistors and operate at lower frequencies as compared to
the CPUs hence consuming lower power/energy. These accelerators typically do not
operate standalone and rely on traditional processors to manage them. This implies
that the CPUs are responsible to explicitly manage data transfer and execution while
using the accelerator cores [26], [29]. The accelerators used in such heterogeneous
systems may be GPUs, FPGAs or a combination of both. In the terminology of
heterogeneous system architecture, the multi-core processor is typically called a host
while the hardware platforms used to accelerate certain portions of the applications
are called devices. A typical heterogeneous system is shown in Fig. 2.1. The various
important components of such a heterogeneous system are described here briefly.
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2.2 Multi-core processors
As mentioned earlier, increasing clock frequency to achieve better processor per-
formance is not a viable option due to the corresponding significant increase in
energy, heat dissipation e.t.c as represented by (2.1). One way of countering this is
to lower the clock frequency while packing more processor cores in a chip i.e. the
multi-core processors. These multiple cores will share some resources e.g. memory,
network etc but are still capable of handling independent operations. Such processors
enable the developers to exploit both data-level and task-level parallelism. To fully
exploit the capabilities of such multi-core processors, the programmers may need to
write multi-threaded codes, utilize libraries offering shared memory parallelism e.g.
OpenMP or use a message passing library e.g. MPI [10].
2.3 Graphics Processing Units
Another option to speed up the execution of parallelizable portions of the algorithms
is to use GPU-based accelerators as co-processors. A GPU is in principle a device
consisting of an extremely parallel microprocessor and a private memory with a very
high access bandwidth. They were originally developed to cater to the increasing
demand for hardware accelerated 3D graphics. The interest in the use of GPUs
for HPC applications started developing with the introduction of CUDA parallel
programming framework by NVIDIA in 2007. GPUs are meant to execute in
parallel, the same set of instructions on different data in single instruction multiple
data (SIMD) fashion. Unlike multi-core CPUs, the GPUs are designed in such a
way so as to devote more transistors to data operations instead of data caching and
control [26].
A GPU consists of several parallel processing elements called streaming multi-
processors to execute the kernel functionality in a parallel manner. Each streaming
multiprocessor further consists of multiple cores, with each core made up of sev-
eral components such as arithmetic and logical units (ALUs), thread-schedulers,
load/store units, scratchpad memories, caches etc. The cache size in GPUs is much
smaller as compared to the CPUs as they are designed for stream or throughput
computing involving smaller data reuse as compared to the CPUs. A GPU always
acts as a device in combination with a CPU being used as a host for loading data
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intensive tasks on the GPU and offloading the results along with managing the data
transfers involved in the process. A GPU consists of its own device memory of a few
gigabytes (GBs) and is connected to the host through a PCI-Express (PCIe) bus as
shown in Fig. 2.1 [7].
2.4 Field Programmable Gate Arrays
While GPUs offer great computational abilities that can be exploited while using
them as accelerators, they unfortunately have a very poor power efficiency [7], [3].
FPGAs provide an alternate option as accelerators offering considerable computa-
tional abilities while still consuming considerably small amount of power/energy
as compared to the several modern high end GPUs. This is mainly because of the
control systems in FPGAs being hardwired hence, eliminating the need to fetch,
decode and execute instructions. Furthermore, the on-chip SRAM in case of FPGAs
are better customizable to the specific applications, thereby cutting on the multi-
plexing energy costs. While FPGAs were initially used for discrete logic, there
has been a drastic expansion in their fields of usage ranging from signal processing
to high performance embedded computing and more recently in high performance
computing [26]
FPGAs offer a highly parallel architecture which can be used to achieve a
considerable amount of acceleration. A typical FPGA consists of logic blocks,
memory blocks and DSP slices each surrounded by programmable interconnects as
shown in Fig. 2.2. The FPGAs offer high performance along with high versatility
and power efficiency owing to their conceptually simpler design [26]. The idea of
using FPGAs as accelerators normally suffers due to the complexity involved in
programming them. This issue however, can be resolved by using e.g. SDAccelTM
tool chain from Xilinx which enables us to program Xilinx FPGAs directly using the
OpenCL parallel programming language. The tool chain includes both the Vivado
high-level synthesis tool as well as the logic and physical design tools from the
Vivado® design suite [15], [16].
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Chapter 3
Open Computing Language
OpenCL is a parallel programming framework for programming multi-core and
heterogeneous compute platforms [30], [31]. Thus, it lies at the intersection of
the programming languages corresponding to the individual computing platforms
constituting a heterogeneous system as shown in Fig. 3.1. OpenCL offers execution
portability thus enabling code execution on various supporting devices through
minimal modifications to the host code. The programming language is based on C99
and supports both data-parallel and task-parallel programming models [26].
3.1 Platform Model
The OpenCL platform model mainly consists of a multi-core CPU called a host.
Host is responsible for setting up the environment to enable an OpenCL program
to execute on one or more devices. In terms of OpenCL, a device represents any
supported hardware platform that can be used to accelerate the compute intensive
portions of an application referred to as the kernels. An OpenCL device consists of
compute units (CU) each further divided into processing elements (PE) as shown
in Fig. 3.2. Several concurrent executions of the kernel body (called work-items)
takes place on multiple processing elements. The work-items are further grouped
into work-groups which are being executed by multiple compute units.
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3.2 Memory Model
The memory is broadly divided into host (i.e. CPU) memory and device (i.e. GPU or
FPGA) memory. The device memory is further divided into private memory (specific
to each work-item). This memory is the smallest i.e. O(10) words per work-item
but is the fastest to access at the same time. Local memory is shared by all the
work-items in a work-group and is around O(1-10) kbytes per work-group. This is
also slower than the private memory. Global/constant memory is shared by all the
work-groups. Global memory is around O(1-10) Gbytes while constant memory is
around O(10-100) Kbytes. Access to the global memory is the slowest among all
the device memories. Finally, the host memory resides on the CPU and can be few
Gbytes in size. The OpenCL memory model is also shown in Fig. 3.2. It should be
noted that memory management in OpenCL is done explicitly i.e. by moving data
from host memory to global memory to local memory and then back.
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3.3 Synchronization in OpenCL
The work-items in an OpenCL kernel are executed in an out-of order manner to ensure
high performance by relieving the programmer i.e. by extracting parallelism from
the code automatically and speeding it up on a given hardware platform [32]. Since
the execution order of work-items across different devices can not be ascertained,
OpenCL standard introduces the concept of barriers to ensure memory consistency.
A barrier represents a check point with in a work-group such that all the work-
items belonging to that work-group must reach this point before any of them can
proceed with the rest of the computations [15]. Synchronization in the execution of
work-items belonging to different work-groups is not possible in OpenCL.
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Chapter 4
Battle of Accelerators: FPGA or
GPU?
This chapter describes the adopted HLS-based methodology to implement a popular
classification algorithm i.e. the K-Nearest Neighbor algorithm, on Xilinx FPGAs.
Multiple implementations of the algorithm are considered and their performance on
FPGA and GPUs is compared as well.
4.1 KNN Algorithm
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) algorithm is an important algorithm for classification
finding applications in a diverse range of fields such as computer vision, pattern
recognition and machine learning etc. KNN can be used to detect the k nearest
neighbors of a specific query point among severel reference data points. Usually, the
training datasets are very large, thus causing the computation cost of the algorithm to
be very large [33]. Fortunately, the algorithm consists of a high level of parallelism
and hence, we can accelerate it considerably by utilizing the parallel architectures of
GPUs or FPGAs. The algorithm consists of the following steps:
1. For given n number of points in the reference data set R and a specified query
point q, find the n distances between the query point and each point in the
reference data set. Squared Euclidean distance is used here i.e. for two bi-
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Fig. 4.1 Illustration of the KNN algorithm with k=3 and n=20
dimensional points (x1,y1) and (x2,y2), the Squared Euclidean distance is
given by (4.1).
d = (x1− x2)2 +(y1− y2)2 (4.1)
2. Sort the n distances calculated in step 1 while maintaining the corresponding
indices of the points in the reference data set R.
3. Return the k points in the reference data set R relative to the k smallest distances
obtained from step 2.
For a set R of n reference (training) data points in a d-dimensional space and
a query point q, the k-nearest neighbor algorithm returns the k points in R that are
closest to the query point q. This is illustrated for k = 3 and n = 20 in Fig.4.1. The
red sphere represents the query point while the blue diamonds represent the points
of the reference data set.
4.2 Related Work
The use of FPGAs as an alternative option to the traditional GPUs for acceleration
has already been highlighted before. Some relevant work in this domain is presented
here. In addition, this section of the thesis also mentions some work done previously
to accelerate the KNN algorithm.
A thorough performance comparison between a CPU, a GPU and an FPGA
implementation of a complex computer vision algorithm targeting linear structure
detection has been presented in [34]. The authors in that work demonstrated that
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the FPGA used i.e. the Xilinx Spartan LX150 FPGA outperformed both the AMD
Radeon HD6870 GPU and the Intel Core i7 processor in terms of both the power
consumption and the execution speed. OpenCL was used in that activity to port
the code from CPU to GPU while VHDL was used for the implementation on their
FPGA counterpart. The manual effort for this translation was also studied. This
effort was certainly found to be higher for the VHDL-based FPGA implementation
than for the OpenCL-based GPU implementation. We however, used an HLS-based
approach for FPGA implementation starting directly from the OpenCL-based GPU
implementation. This certainly causes a considerable reduction in the overall design
effort along with giving us the ability to generate multiple hardware implementations
from a single high-level OpenCL code merely by providing different directives to
the HLS tool.
The authors in [10] have performed a very detailed performance comparison of
multiple hardware accelerators for several implementations of the quantum Monte
Carlo application. Numerous programming languages i.e. CUDA, OpenCL, C++,
Brook+ and VHDL, have been used for various hardware platforms such as Intel
multi-core CPUs, several GPUs from Radeon and NVIDIA and a Xilinx Virtex 4
LX160 FPGA. The analysis carried out in that paper for a large number of computa-
tions resulted in the combination of CUDA and NVIDIA GPUs providing the best
performance while the FPGA performed the worst. The authors identified the main
reason for this, as using older FPGA against extremely powerful GPUs and CPUs.
The authors in that work also described their experience regarding the complexity of
programming FPGAs through VHDL which took them about an year to perform.
An FPGA-based heterogeneous platform for KNN implementation was presented
in [35]. Compilation of the OpenCL code onto the FPGA was carried out by using
Altera’s OpenCL compiler. A variety of hardware platforms were considered e.g.
an Intel Core i7-3770 processor, an AMD Radeon HD7950 GPU and a Stratix IV
4SGX530 FPGA from Altera. The authors in that paper managed to obtain an FPGA
implementation that outperformed both the GPU and CPU in terms of power/energy
consumption per computation. The GPU implementation however was found to be
faster than the FPGA implementation, most probably due to the GPU’s higher global
memory access bandwidth.
Various parallelization techniques corresponding to the nearest neighbor algo-
rithm were surveyed in [36]. The author strongly emphasized both the requirement as
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well as the opportunity to parallelize such algorithms. Acceleration of a brute force
nearest neighbor algorithm through GPUs (while utilizing CUDA and CUBLAS
library) was proposed in [33],[37]. Obviously, a huge increase in execution speed as
compared to a highly optimized C++ library was obtained as a result.
It can thus be concluded that FPGA can be a favorable option in comparison to
GPU for acceleration especially, when energy-per-computation is the main deciding
factor. The designers in Baidu are thus weighing their options to use FPGAs as
accelerators for their deep learning models for image search [8]. Microsoft also
recently announced their decision of using FPGAs as accelerators in combination
with Intel processors in their Bing search engine [38]. Considering the demand
for FPGA-based acceleration in combination with their programming complexity,
main FPGA manufacturers i.e. Altera and Xilinx, have also recently developed HLS
tools enabling designers to implement the OpenCL codes directly on their respective
FPGAs [15], [39]. This is hence, a hot topic for the design community at present
and hence this motivated us to carry out an extensive research work in this regard.
4.3 Methodology
This section describes our adopted methodology to implement the algorithm on an
FPGA starting from its OpenCL code. The power analysis flow is presented as well.
4.3.1 FPGA Implementation
Fig. 4.2 depicts the various steps performed by the SDAccel tool from Xilinx for
direct FPGA implementation of an input OpenCL code. The flow begins with the
functional verification of the OpenCL code through a software (SW) based simulation
called CPU emulation in the context of an SDAccel-based flow. CPU emulation
represents the fastest step of this design flow enabling a quick verification of the
design functionality. An x86-based CPU is used in this step to execute both the host
and kernel codes [15].
This step normally consists of adding a testbench to the host code, which performs
the same functions in software as done in hardware and then compares the results
from both. The testbench setup generates stimuli to drive the data and control ports of
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the design under test (DUT). Furthermore, it monitors the output thereby validating
the functionality of the DUT. Once the functionality is verified, the performance of
each individual kernel i.e. the performance of an individual compute unit (in case of
OpenCL, it is a work-group) and its resource usage are estimated. This gives an early
estimate of the eventual performance gains by considering the targeted hardware
platform along with the generated compute units for executing the application.
This is followed by RTL simulation using the same testbench that was used
for CPU emulation. This step in the SDAccel-based flow is called hardware (HW)
emulation and is used for functional verification of the compute units which are
created for all the kernels and for their overall performance analysis. While CPU
emulation ensures the functional accuracy of the application, its functionality on
the hardware is verified by HW emulation. SDAccel needs to generate the logic
implementation for each compute unit before HW emulation. This step hence, takes
longer to complete in comparison with the CPU emulation. Vivado HLS is run under
the hood in this step for custom logic generation corresponding to the application
hence maximizing performance and minimizing resource utilization at the same time.
VivadoTM Integrated Design Environment (IDE) is utilized afterwards in the build
application step for connecting the generated custom units to the infrastructure IPs
provided by the target hardware, such as the interface for the processor which is
used to pass arguments to the kernel to start its execution and wait for its completion
and the DDR DRAM interface [15]. Finally the generated system is packaged to be
deployed on the supported FPGA-based boards.
4.3.2 Power Analysis
The power consumption in case of the FPGA implementation is estimated by utilizing
the power analysis capabilities of Vivado®. Vivado supports power estimation
through all the steps encompassing the FPGA design beginning with the logic
synthesis up to the "place and route" stage. We perform power estimation in this
work after the design is routed. This is because, the power analysis at this stage is
the most accurate as it is based on the exact logic and routing resources being read
from the already implemented design database [40]. The complete power analysis
flow based on the Vivado power analysis features is shown in Fig. 4.3.
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The power analysis can either be performed by using the default switching
probabilities assigned to the design primary inputs by Vivado. The tool propagates
these values to all the internal signals as well. This method is not as accurate as
the vector-based power estimation. The vector-based estimation consists of RTL
simulation and extraction of switching information of the design by performing
activity profiling using test vectors provided to the design input ports as stimuli. The
vector-based estimation is more accurate but the process takes considerably longer
time to complete. In comparison, power estimation, based on default switching
probabilities, provides a good trade-off between the accuracy in power estimation
and the compute efficiency [40].
We used the vector-based approach to estimate power more accurately in the case
of FPGA implementation. Switching Activity Interchange format (SAIF) file was
used to capture the switching activities for the design which were then utilized to
obtain accurate power reports. The GPU power on the other hand was estimated by
using the NVIDIA system interface utility (nvidia-smi) that exploits the NVIDIA
Management Library (NVML) and can be used to profile and manage all the NVIDIA
GPUs installed on a specific platform [41].
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4.4 Test case implementations
The baseline code in this activity is based on the parallel implementations from
[42], [43]. Two significantly different versions of the KNN algorithm are considered
and their GPU- and FPGA-based implementations compared in terms of execution
speed, energy and power performances. The implementations differ mainly based
on whether the neighbor estimation is performed on the processor or on the accel-
erator. In case where the CPU estimates the neighbors, the CPU execution time
is also considered while calculating the execution time of the algorithm. The two
implementations are presented here.
4.4.1 Implementation 1
This implementation uses a parallel execution of the distance calculation task of the
KNN algorithm on the device (GPU/FPGA), while the nearest neighbor estimation
is performed on the host. The distance calculation task is readily parallelizable,
as distinct independent points are read from the reference data set for calculating
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several distances. The implementation utilizes global memory accesses only and
hence its performance mainly depends on the global memory access bandwidth of
the various accelerators. It is illustrated in Implementation 1.
Implementation 1: Distance calculation on device and neighbors on host
Input: A query point q and R, a set of reference points;
Output: Indices of the k reference points with the smallest distance from q;
1 Begin
2 On device:
3 function DISTANCE CALCULATION
4 for each reference point r ∈ R do
5 compute the floating-point distances between q and all points r ∈ R;
6 end
7 end function
8 On host:
9 function NEIGHBOR ESTIMATION
10 for i = 0 to k−1 do
11 print the index in R of the i− th smallest element of the sorted distance
vector;
12 end
13 end function
14 End
4.4.2 Implementation 2
This implementation performs both the distance calculation as well as the neighbor
estimation task on the device in two separate kernels namely "DISTANCE CALCU-
LATION" and "NEIGHBOR ESTIMATION" respectively. It utilizes an automatic
optimization offered by SDAccel called "On-chip global memories". This option
automatically maps the global memory buffers used merely for inter-kernel com-
munication, to the on-chip block RAMs. This optimization is depicted in Fig. 4.4.
It should be noted that the global memory buffers are normally mapped to exter-
nal slower DRAMs. This is shown in Fig. 4.4 as well. The pseudocode for this
implementation is given in Implementation 2.
This implementation makes sense with reference to acceleration of the KNN
algorithm only for the dimensionality of each point of R being high, thus making
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the distance computation task more dominant as compared to finding the k smallest
distances.
Implementation 2: KNN on device using multiple kernels
Input: A query point q and R, a set of reference points;
Output: k smallest floating-point distances with their indices in a single
work-group;
1 Begin
2 On device:
3 declare a floating-point global distance array "dist" for inter-kernel
communication;
4 function KERNEL1: DISTANCE CALCULATION
5 for each reference point r ∈ R do
6 compute all the floating-point distances between q and all points r ∈ R and
save in "dist";
7 end
8 end function
9 function KERNEL2: NEIGHBOR ESTIMATION
10 for i = 0 to k−1 do
11 print the index in R of the i− th smallest element of the distance vector;
12 end
13 end function
14 End
4.5 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup consists of three target devices shown in Table. 4.1. The
first device is an NVIDIA GeForce GTX960 GPU with 1024 cores and a maximum
operating frequency of 1178MHz. The device has about 2GB GDDR5 of global
memory, with 112GB/s of memory bandwidth. It is accessible from the host through
a PCIe 3.0 interface with 16 lanes. The second device is an NVIDIA Quadro
K4200 GPU with 1344 CUDA cores and a maximum clock frequency of 784MHz.
The device has about 4GB of GDDR5 global memory, with 172.8GB/s of memory
bandwidth. It is accessible from the host through a PCIe Gen2 interface with 16 lanes.
The third device is an Alpha data ADM-PCIE-7V3 FPGA board with a Virtex-7 690t.
The global memory consists of two DDR3 memories with 21.3GB/s of bandwidth.
The host can access it through a PCIe Gen3 interface with 8 lanes.
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Traditional global memory buffer vs (b) On-chip global memory buffer
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Table 4.1 Target Platforms Comparison
Device Global
Memory
Size
Bandwidth
(GB/s)
Bus In-
terface
min tclk Datasheet
Power
(W)
Idle
Power
(W)
GTX960 2GB
GDDR5
112.0 PCIe 3.0
x16
0.85ns 120 8
K4200 4GB
GDDR5
172.8 PCIe 2.0
x16
1.27ns 108 13
FPGA Two 8GB
SODIMMs
21.3 PCIe 3.0
x8
* - -
* See the rest of the tables for the reported clock and the actual power values in
each test case.
4.6 Results
The experiments with the KNN algorithm use the data set from [44]. It contains
data from "Unisys corporation" consisting of locations (latitudes and longitudes)
of a number of hurricanes and is used by the KNN algorithm to find the locations
corresponding to k nearest hurricanes to a given query point. The value of k is
typically very small as compared to the number of points n in the reference data set.
k has been set to 5 in all our experiments. The number of points in the reference data
set is about 0.3 million.
In case of the FPGA implementation, the concurrency offered by the FPGA
is utilized by using several HLS-based optimizations offered by SDAccel. The
(reqd_work_group_size) attribute described by the OpenCL standard has been used
in both implementations to specify the number of work-items in a single work-group.
This in turn specifies the iteration count of the work-item loop which enables the HLS
tool to optimize performance while the custom logic for the kernel is being generated.
2-element vector data types were used in both cases (rather than the C structs) to
read the 2-dimensional data points, thereby causing the memory access throughput
to be improved. Another optimization which was used in both the implementations
is the use of burst transfers between the the off-chip global memory and the on-chip
local memory. Large bursts improve efficiency as the memory access overhead is
shared across large amounts of data being transferred [14].
Moreover, loop pipelining was used as well to improve throughput. The SDAccel-
based flow can pipeline both the work-item loops as well as any explicit loops in the
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kernel. Pipelining overcomes the limitations of loop unrolling for loops accessing
global memory as in our case, by better matching the limited number of global
memory ports available. The limited number of global memory ports may result
in data access conflicts thereby limiting the performance gains obtained by loop
unrolling by serializing potentially parallel loop iterations [45].
The GPU versus FPGA results in terms of execution time, energy and power
consumption for Implementation 1 are presented in Table 4.2. The resource uti-
lization in case of FPGA is also given in the table. This implementation utilizes
the accelerators merely for distance calculation between the query point and all the
points of reference data set. The nearest neighbor estimation on the other hand is
performed by the host i.e. processor, hence the CPU time is added as well to the
table as a part of the total KNN execution time. The reported clock frequency by
Vivado HLS in this case is 240MHz.
As clear from Table 4.2, both GPUs in Implementation 1 are faster than the FPGA
due to their comparatively higher DRAM access bandwidth. The FPGA however,
consumes significantly smaller energy/power in comparison to both the GPUs. As
mentioned before, power analysis in case of FPGA is done by using power analysis
features of Vivado. The reported power in case of the GPUs is based on the results
we obtained by utilizing the NVIDIA system management interface utility.
The performance comparison for Implementation 2 is shown in Table 4.3 This
implementation is also operating at 240MHz clock frequency. This implementation
uses the "on-chip global memories" optimization option offered by SDAccel to map
the global memory buffers used for communication between multiple kernels to the
block RAMs. A global memory buffer called "dist" as shown in Implementation 2
has been used for inter-kernel communication. This is an automatic optimization
provided by SDAccel for the cases where it detects a global memory buffer which is
not required to be visible to the host.
The FPGA implementation in this case is significantly faster than both the GPUs.
The two kernels are executed sequentially on the GPUs and the slower DRAM is
utilized. Reasons contributing to the high latency of DDR lies in the complexity. The
DDR interface uses a controller to manage the refresh cycles, address multiplexing
and interface timing [46]. In addition to latency, these frequent refresh cycles cause
a higher power overhead as well [47]. These kernels on FPGA however, utilize the
block RAMs (i.e on-chip global memories) and are executed in a pipelined manner.
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Table 4.2 Performance analysis of implementation 1
Parameters/Devices FPGA GTX960 K4200
Device time 1.24ms (tclk = 4.17ns) 0.04ms 0.05ms
CPU sort time 3.0ms 3.0ms 3.0ms
Total time 4.24ms 3.04ms 3.05ms
Power (Device) 0.346W 30W 40W
Energy (Device) 0.43mJ 1.2mJ 2mJ
Utilization
BRAMs = 0
NA
DSPs = 12 (0.33%)
FFs = 3109 (0.36%)
LUTs = 2006 (0.46%)
Table 4.3 Performance analysis of implementation 2
Parameters/Devices FPGA GTX960 K4200
Total time 1.23ms (tclk = 4.17ns) 0.93s 3.11s
Power 2.56W 90W 60W
Energy 0.003J 84J 187J
Utilization
BRAMs = 512 (34.83%)
NA
DSPs = 12 (0.33%)
FFs = 23892 (2.78%)
LUTs = 11838 (2.76%)
Considering that the on-chip global memory is implemented on the FPGA itself, it
has low latency and high throughput. Moreover, the NEIGHBOR ESTIMATION
kernel also performs faster on FPGA than on the GPU. This is because, GPUs
do not handle conditionals very efficiently, while they can still be pipelined on an
FPGA. These conditionals on the GPUs create the so-called "thread divergence"
problem. This issue arises due to the fact that on such Single Instruction Multiple
Data processors, the work-items, for which the condition is adjudicated as false,
must stall while the rest of the work-items are executed and vice-versa. The FPGA
also out-performs both GPUs in terms of power and energy consumption. The FPGA
power consumption in this case however, is around seven times higher than the
FPGA implementation of Implementation 1. This is because of the excessive block
RAM accesses that were not present in Implementation 1.
The FPGA vs GPU performance comparison for few other important algorithms,
i.e. Montecarlo methods for financial models and bitonic sorting algorithms, has
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Table 4.4 Summary of FPGA vs GPU performance results for various test cases
Test cases Criticality Best case FPGA Best case GPUTime Energy Time Energy Time
ratio
Energy
ratio
KNN Impl 1 Mem access 4.24ms 0.43mJ 3.04ms 1.2mJ 1.4 0.36KNN Impl 2 1.23ms 0.003J 0.93s 84J 0.0013 3E-05
BS Eur
FP arithmetic
0.0788ns 1.67nJ 0.164ns 14.76nJ 0.48 0.11
BS Asian 0.0815ns 1.96nJ 0.168ns 15.12nJ 0.45 0.13
Heston Eur 0.157ns 3.33nJ 0.604ns 48.32nJ 0.26 0.069
Heston barrier 0.158ns 4.917nJ 0.813ns 65.04nJ 0.19 0.076
Bit Sort no HLS Opt Mem access 152ms 760mJ 16ms 480mJ 9.5 1.58Bit Sort with HLS Opt 17ms 272mJ 16ms 480mJ 1.06 0.57
* BS Eur (Black Scholes Model European Option), BS Asian (Black Scholes Model Asian
Option), Heston Eur (Heston Model European Option), Heston barrier (Heston Model European
Barrier Option), FP (Floating-point), Bit Sort (Bitonic-sort).
been added for reference in tabulated form in Table 4.4. The optimal execution time
and energy consumption in each case are also indicated in bold font in Table 4.4.
A graphical representation of the performance comparison is presented as well in
Fig 4.5, where all the bars below unity show the cases where FPGA wins in terms of
execution time and energy-per-computation while the rest of the bars indicate the
test cases where the GPU outperforms the FPGA.
Although these results were obtained by other members of the research team,
they are significant because they show the effectiveness of our adopted HLS-based
FPGA design methodology for a diverse range of applications dominated by different
aspects, e.g. by memory accesses or by floating point computations.
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Fig. 4.5 FPGA vs GPU execution time and energy-per-computation ratios for several test
case implementations
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Chapter 5
Power Management Module
As discussed earlier, power gating can be employed to save static power both for
ASIC- and FPGA-based designs by turning off parts of the designs when they are
idle. Dynamic power gating of FPGA logic blocks is still a fresh concept and needs
further research before it is supported by commercial FPGAs. The power gating for
other embedded blocks e.g. BRAMs, phase locked loops (PLLs) and unused I/Os
however, is supported by FPGAs from both Xilinx and Altera [48]. The authors
in [49] have used a Xilinx Spartan-3 FPGA as a baseline hardware platform and
modified it to achieve power gating. Similarly, the authors in [23] have implemented
dynamic power gating targeted towards Cyclone-II FPGA on an Altera DE2 board.
Power gating in commercial FPGAs however, is not as common as in ASIC designs
due to various reasons such as the area overhead corresponding to the power gating
logic, lack of knowledge of the application during FPGA architecture design and
the resulting performance penalty [23]. Moreover, routing of signals (including
the power gating signals) using available routing resources on an FPGA fabric is
tricky as some of the available routing resources may get into an idle state during the
power OFF process. This chapter hence, presents a system-level power management
module that is necessary to provide the power gating logic in order to achieve PSO
in an ASIC design.
It is possible to power gate an ASIC implementation starting from its OpenCL
representation and using the design flow as presented in Section 4.3.1. The Vivado
HLS adds block-level start (ap_start) and done (ap_done) interfaces to the generated
RTL. The start interface indicates when a block can start processing the data and
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the done interface indicates the completion of all the operations by that block [16].
These interfaces can be used to drive the power management block to enforce PSO
in ASIC-based accelerators.
The final target here however, is to implement a fully automated low power
design methodology starting from the system-level description of the design. This
would require the description of a power management block at a level of abstraction
higher than the RTL i.e. at the system-level. In order to accomplish this, we use
SystemC which is a C++ class library that allows us to create a cycle-accurate model
of our software model, hardware architecture and interfaces corresponding to SoC
and system-level designs [50]. Hence, SystemC allows us to model hardware using
software programming languages. SystemC allows system-level hardware design
by enabling support for various features that are pertinent to HW e.g. concurrency
support, the notion of time and the support for hardware data types etc. Thus, this
activity regarding system-level low-power design is based on SystemC programming
framework rather than the OpenCL.
5.1 Overview
A continuous surge in the demand of electronic devices offering multiple sophisti-
cated features necessitates the development of SoCs that can offer high performance
along with reasonable power efficiency. For example, the modern smart phones are
required to have extensive features such as high data bandwidth (3G, WCDMA, and
EDGE), high quality picture, audio and video support (MP3, AAC, JPEG, MPEG,
and H.264), Wi-Fi, GPS function, multiple band and network support. Additionally,
longer talk time and standby time i.e. longer battery life, are other important selling
features in the modern smart phone market [51]. The smart phones are already
energy limited as the power is mainly provided by an on-unit battery that can pro-
vide only a limited amount of energy. This energy has to be distributed among the
various components of the phone and thus each component will have access to only
a small portion of the overall supplied energy. Power budgeting hence, is of prime
importance in SoCs used in such portable devices.
Additionally, the largest power saving opportunities (with the smallest optimiza-
tion efforts) are offered by the highest-level of design abstraction i.e. the system-level
of design flow as depicted in Fig 1.1. Moreover HLS, due to its benefits e.g. faster
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simulation run-time, greater re-use of the design and superior quality of results
(QoR), is desired to be used at the front end of the design flow while describing the
power intent for the design at the system-level [5]. A brief illustration of such a
design flow is depicted is Fig 1.3.
The fact that the naming convention of a design hierarchy including ports, in-
stances and signals is preserved while the design undergoes HLS, is exploited by
defining the power intent directly based on the SystemC code. The advantage of
doing so, is the relative ease of understanding the code thanks to its higher level of
abstraction. Moreover, adding power control logic at system-level makes functional
verification extremely simpler through the design-specific SystemC testbench.
It should be kept in mind while specifying the power at the system-level in an
HLS-based methodology that the HLS tools would generally delete any signal that
does not serve any functionality. The power control signal even if added at the
system-level won’t serve any functionality, until it is used later-on in the flow (during
logic synthesis) to commit the power related commands. This means that the HLS
tool would simply delete this signal unless it is directed to preserve it by setting
suitable attributes in the HLS tool.
5.2 CMOS Power Optimization
As stated earlier, it is important to optimize both the static and dynamic power in
modern SoCs. We use power gating to save static power while clock gating is used
to optimize the dynamic power. This section briefly describes the two techniques.
5.2.1 Dynamic Power Optimization
Dynamic power in CMOS mainly occurs due to the toggling of logic states and it
depends on the switching activity α , the clock frequency fc, the supply voltage VDD
and the load capacitance C [21], [20]. The dynamic power can mathematically be
represented by (5.1).
Pdynamic = αC fcV 2DD (5.1)
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Dynamic power can be reduced by reducing any of the above mentioned factors.
The design-related parameters however, are α and fc while the rest of the parameters
are technology dependent and can not be controlled by the designer. Clock gating is
considered to be one of the most effective options to optimize dynamic power and
is thus supported by many commercial synthesis and optimization tools. In simple
words, this technique provides a mechanism to shut off the clock to the blocks of the
circuit when they are not performing any useful computations [52]. The technique
can save considerable amount of power depending upon how often a new value is
fed into the circuit. For example, it would be ineffective if a new value is fed every
clock cycle but would save 99% of the clock power if a new value is fed once in
100 cycles; by gating 99% of the clock cycles during the time of inactivity. Clock
gating is meant to reduce power but it additionally assists the data paths in meeting
the timing and results in saving silicon area as it eradicates the requirement of a
multiplexer along the data path [53]. A typical clock gating circuit preventing the
clocks from reaching the flip-flop while the enable is false is shown in Fig. 5.1.
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5.2.2 Static Power Optimization
Leakage power can be expressed in terms of the supply voltage VDD, the reverse
saturation current IS, the diode voltage V and the thermal voltage VT (equal to KT/q).
Leakage power is mathematically represented by (5.2).
Pleakage = ILVDD = IS(eV/VT −1)VDD (5.2)
The design dependent parameters for leakage power optimization are VDD and IL
(hi VT , low VT cells). Power gating is used to reduce the leakage power of modules
in a design by using a header cell to disconnect VDD, or a footer cell to disconnect
the VSS i.e. ground. Both have the same effect of switching off the power to a block
that is inactive for considerable amount of time using a control signal [53]. In case
of header cells, the supply net connecting the CMOS circuit to the switch is called
the virtual VDD. Header cells have been used in this work. A typical header cell is
show in the Fig. 5.2. The virtual VDD can be seen as well.
Power gating may be of fine-grain type in which several switches are used to
gate each individual cell or it may be of coarse-gating type in which a single switch
is used to control a complete block. The former technique offers higher optimization
potential at the cost of larger area overhead while the later is better in terms of area
overhead but the optimization potential also goes down [53].
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5.3 Common Power Format
The power intent for an ASIC design may be described using CPF standard from
the low power coalition at Si2 [22]. Unified power format (UPF) can also be used to
accomplish this. UPF is an IEEE standard developed by Accellera and it is essentially
equivalent to CPF [54]. CPF has been used in this work to describe power intent
without the loss of generality. CPF has the ability to provide an integrated power
intent that can be used at every stage of the design flow and hence automation of the
flow becomes easier. Without CPF, the power intent has to be written at each stage
of the design flow e.g. RTL, synthesis, formal verification etc. Even after so much of
manual work, the consistency in the flows is hard to guarantee and the flows cannot
be automated. CPF is a tool command language (TCL) based language operating
on specification objects and design objects. The design objects can be a module,
instance, net, a pin or a port appearing in the RTL. The power intent is represented
in terms of power logic, power domains and power modes [53]. Low power intent
represented by CPF is supported by several advanced low power SoC design tools. It
shall be noted that the RTL files do not get modified with the power intent, rather the
power intent is essentially separate from the design intent i.e. RTL files, and hence
captured separately using the CPF.
5.4 Power-Aware System Model
The system model consists of a SystemC implementation of the design under test
(DUT). The activity profile of the DUT is analysed through its simulation via a
dedicated SystemC testbench while observing its time-line trace. The activity profile
is required mainly to locate the idle periods in a design in order to shut it down during
significant duration of inactivity to save leakage power. Dynamic power optimization
is obtained by utilizing either the coarse-grained clock gating or fine-grained clock
gating. Fine-grained clock gating is implemented directly by the HLS tool and is
less effective in general. Coarse-grained clock gating on the other hand has been
used in this work, which is implemented by explicitly adding a CG block (written in
SystemC) to the system-level description of the design.
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5.4.1 Low Power Design flow
SystemC is used to model the entire design which is then provided as an input to
the HLS tool to automatically generate the RTL. The main steps involved in HLS
are the target platform specification and making micro-architectural decisions to
satisfy various area, time and power constraints. This is followed by specifying
the scheduling constraints to finally obtain the RTL description of the design. The
switching information is obtained by simulating the generated RTL through the same
SystemC testbench, used for simulating the original system-level design, by making
use of the SystemC wrapper which is generated automatically by the HLS tool.
The switching activity includes the toggle rates and the static probabilities for
all the pins/nets of the module. Toggle rate specifies how often the pin or net
switches between logic-1 and logic-0 states during the specified duration. The static
probability on the other hand represents the probability of a net or a pin being high i.e.
in logic-1 state. Toggle Count Format (TCF) is a cadence standard used to represent
the switching information of a design. It can be obtained either through encounter
RTL compiler by using the write_tc f command or by simulating the design and
dumping the switching information by using the dumptcf command with cadence
NCSim [55], [56]. The TCF file in this work has been created by using the later
approach.
Power-aware logic synthesis is then done beginning with reading the target
libraries which in a CPF-based methodology are read from within the CPF file.
Clock gating is enabled by using the appropriate attribute to allow the utilization of
coarse-grained clock gating logic. This is followed by reading and elaborating the
RTL design. Technology mapping of the cells to be used as clock-gated integrated
cells (CGIC) is accomplished thereafter. This is followed by reading the power intent
that is specified in a separate CPF file along with setting the timing constraints and
synthesizing the design. Annotation of the switching activities is then performed
followed by application of the power intent. Power structure verification is performed
in order to validate the correct insertion of low power cells in accordance to the
rules specified in the CPF file. Incremental optimization is done and eventually the
gate-level netlist is obtained which is then validated for logic equivalence against the
input RTL [5]. The complete design flow is depicted in Fig. 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3 Complete low power design flow
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5.4.2 Power Management Block
In an HLS-based low power design flow, the system model, to be used as an input to
the HLS tool, needs to be adapted by instantiating in it, a power management block
(PMB). This block is responsible to turn the power ON and OFF to the modules in
the switchable domain. This module is specified in SystemC and would obviously
reside in the always-on power domain. The complete power-aware system model
depicting the power management block is shown in Fig. 5.4.
A critical issue to consider while applying PSO is to prevent the propagation
of the floating states from the power gated domains to the active domains. It may
also be necessary to retain the states of some of the flip-flops before shutting down a
portion of the design. The former is done by using isolation cells (ISO) while state
retention cells (RET) are used for state retention of flip-flops. The isolation cells are
usually placed at the output of the switchable domain as shown in Fig. 5.4 which
also shows the state retention cells. Furthermore, header power switches are inserted
during physical implementation which enables the cutting-off of supply voltage to
the switchable domain.
Moreover, the PMB is required to generate the power control signals in the correct
sequence to power gate the desired module. During the power-down process, the
isolation must happen before state retention followed by the power shut-off while the
reverse sequence shall be followed during power-up process. Typical power-up and
power-down sequences are shown in Fig. 5.5. The enable signal in Fig. 5.5 indicates
the signal that would trigger the power ON/OFF sequences. This signal is identified
manually from the design during activity profiling and it indicates the inactivity
cycles in a design hence allowing us to activate the power OFF sequence during
those cycles. The isolation enable iso_enable, state retention enable ret_enable and
power shut-off enable pso_enable signals, as produced by the PMB can also be
seen in Fig. 5.5. A purely illustrative SystemC pseudocode of the PMB is given in
Algorithm 1.
To make sure that no data is lost during the power-up sequence, a separate first-in
first-out (FIFO) SystemC module is also added to the overall system-level design.
This is meant to operate as a buffer to save any computational data that might be
coming in during the power-on sequence while the power optimized module is still
asleep. Moreover, clock gating is achieved by using the SystemC clock gating
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Algorithm 1: PMB Algorithm
Input: PSO enable signal enable;
Output: Power Control signals pso_enable, iso_enable, ret_enable and
clock gating enable signal CG;
1 Initialization;
2 wait(); //wait for one clock cycle
3 PMB Logic
4 while true do
5 if (enable == 1) then
6 iso_enable = ON;
7 wait();
8 ret_enable = ON;
9 wait();
10 pso_enable = ON;
11 CG = ON;
12 else
13 CG = OFF;
14 pso_enable = OFF;
15 wait();
16 ret_enable = OFF;
17 wait();
18 iso_enable = OFF;
19 end
20 end
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Fig. 5.4 System with power optimization features
module provided by [57]. The CG module used to introduce the clock gating logic
in the gate-level netlist can be seen in the Fig. 5.4.
5.5 Integrated Clock gating and Power gating
It is possible to integrate CG and PG to get maximum power reduction by using
the same signal to enforce both the techniques [21]. In our case, we have used the
same signal to drive both the power gating as well as the clock gating logic, hence,
gating the clocks for the instances when the design is powered down [5]. The idea is
depicted in Fig. 5.6.
5.6 System-level Power Management Module Valida-
tion
An inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) being used in JPEG decoder, has been
used as a design test case to validate the system-level description of the PMB. This
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test case is briefly explained here. This section also presents the experimental
setup used during this activity along with the experimental results validating our
system-level PMB design methodology.
5.6.1 Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
IDCT is a widely used algorithm for data compression and is used in several video
and image processing standards such as MPEG, JPEG and CCITT H.261 etc [58]. It
also finds an application in the hardware accelerators being used in heterogeneous
SoCs for smart phones [5]. A typical power-aware JPEG decoder utilizing IDCT
is shown in Fig. 5.7. The various modules used to optimize power can be seen as
well. Besides IDCT, a JPEG decoder performs several operations like variable length
decoding (VLD), zigzag scanning (ZZ), de-quantization (DQ), color conversion and
image re-ordering; which are shown in Fig. 5.7.
In our case, we have taken a synthesizable implementation of JPEG IDCT
decoder consisting of concurrent processes communicating between themselves at
the level of transactions. A 2D-IDCT is implemented by first executing a 1D-IDCT
over each column of the data matrix followed by another 1D-IDCT over each row of
the matrix. IDCT is the main contributor to the net complexity of a JPEG decoder
[59] and hence it is a strong contender to be considered for power gating.
5.6.2 Experimental Setup
A SystemC description of the JPEG decoder IDCT block is taken as a DUT. The
modules necessary to obtain power optimization are added and the functionality is
verified. This is followed by performing HLS to obtain the equivalent RTL design.
RTL simulation is then used to verify functionality by using the SystemC wrapper
created by the HLS tool. The power intent is specified and is later committed during
logic synthesis to get power aware gate-level netlist. Various tools are used during
the logic synthesis flow for logic equivalence checking as well as power structure
verification. The complete design flow is implemented using tools from Cadence.
These mainly include Cadence C-to-Silicon compiler for HLS and RTL compiler
for implementing the backend flow. Furthermore, Conformal® logic equivalence
checking tool [60] and Conformal® low power tool [61], both again from Cadence,
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are used for RTL/gate-level netlist equivalence checking and low-power design
verification respectively. The design has been implemented using the Nangate 45nm
OpenCell library [62] with support for low power designs.
5.6.3 Results
Three contrasting implementations of the IDCT design have been considered to vali-
date our proposed system-level design methodology. They include the un-optimized
design, design with CG alone and design with both CG and PG. Moreover, various
toggle rates on the power control signals have been considered to evaluate the im-
pact of switching on the overall power consumption. The power and area reports
post-synthesis have been obtained for all the test cases and compared. The power
and area reports for all the test cases are given in Table 5.1 while the toggle rates
corresponding to the JPEG usage are given in Table 5.2.
It is clear from Table 5.1 that CG results in reduction of dynamic power by
around 10X due to reduction in toggling of the design clock signal resulting from
CG. The PG on the other hand reduces leakage power by more than 50%. This is
achieved by shutting down the IDCT module in cases where no useful computation
is taking place. Table 5.1 also shows the impact on power due to more toggling of
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Table 5.1 Power wrt area performance for IDCT test cases
Test Cases Pstatic
(µW )
Pdynamic
(µW )
Area
(µm2)
No Pwr Opt 572 12570 43919
CG only 503 1085 40299
CG and PSO 240 655 44124
CG and PSO (4X toggle) 240 680 44124
CG and PSO (8X toggle) 240 726 44124
CG and PSO (32X toggle) 240 849 44124
Table 5.2 Toggle rates for JPEG usage
Power Control pins Toggle Rate (tranistions/sec)
PSO enable pin 33333
ISO enable pin 106
RET enable pin 106
the power control signals. The baseline toggle rates as presented in Table 5.2 have
been obtained by simulating the RTL in JPEG decoder usage scenario and dumping
the signal switching values in the form of a TCF file. They are then incremented by
4X, 8X and 32X in order to see the impact of more switching of the IDCT module
on the net power consumption. As evident from Table 5.1, more toggling results in
more dynamic power consumption as the IDCT module is switched more frequently.
The static power on the other hands remains the same due to no change in the static
probability of the power control signals. This analysis is important mainly to estimate
the amount of switching beyond which any power saving resulting from optimization
efforts would become fruitless due to the additional dynamic power consumption
resulting from frequent switching of the HW module in the switchable domain. The
power consumption for the various test cases is shown graphically in Fig. 5.8.
Table 5.1 also shows that CG results in some area saving as it eliminates the
requirement of extra multiplexers on the data path thereby replacing them by clock
gating logic [53]. The power gating on the other hand causes an increase in the
overall chip area due to the additional low power cells added to the design. This is
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evident from Table 5.1 as well. The logarithmic power versus area diagram for the
different implementations is shown in Fig. 5.9.
Table 5.1, Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 show that our proposed methodology (concerning
system-level power management module description) manages to perform as ex-
pected. Leakage power saving is obtained by utilizing power gating while dynamic
power optimization is obtained by using clock gating. Furthermore, power gating
gives a slight area overhead as a trade-off due to the additional low power cells,
while clock gating helps in saving area by removing additional multiplexers and
replacing them by clock gating logic. The work presented in this chapter eventually
contributed to our final goal i.e. to obtain a fully automated methodology for power
intent specification using CPF right from the system-level description of the design.
This methodology is presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
High-Level Synthesis Based
Automated Low Power Methodology
The methodology presented in chapter 5 dealt with describing the power management
module at the system-level rather than at the RTL as done in a traditional low power
digital design flow. The CPF file used to capture the power intent of a design so as
to power gate it, was still written manually. This chapter would complement the
work presented in chapter 5 by describing a methodology as well as a tool that we
developed to automatically generate the CPF file for a specific system-level design.
Specifying power intent at the system-level significantly reduces the design
effort as system-level model is significantly easier to understand as compared to
the RTL (which is normally used for defining power intent). Moreover, it would
result in a considerable reduction in the simulation and analysis time as compared
to that involved while specifying the power intent at lower levels of the design flow
[63]. Finally as mentioned before, it would also make the functional verification
considerably easier.
6.1 Related Work
A summary of relevant work previously done regarding power reduction strategies
in SoCs is presented here. It shall be noted that most of the work done previously
targets power optimization using CPF or UPF applied at the RTL description of the
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design. The idea regarding power intent description at the system-level has been
explored rather sparsely. One such example is the work presented in [64], where
the authors presented several techniques like sequential clock gating, power gating,
dynamic voltage scaling etc to save power at the RTL level. CPF and UPF were
identified as standards to be considered for unified power intent specification for all
stages of the design flow. The idea of specifying power intent at the system-level
was emphasized upon, but not considered in their work.
The authors in [65] presented a detailed survey of energy measurement and
estimation along with description of some common techniques to optimize power
above the RTL level. The authors used a JPEG decoder design to validate their work.
They emphasized on using system-level power optimization solutions early in the
design flow especially for data-flow dominated blocks and their affiliated memory
blocks.
A detailed research study regarding HLS-based power optimization strategies
proposed over the last decade was presented in [17]. The authors strongly recom-
mended raising the level of abstraction beyond RTL while using HLS tools in order
to obtain faster power optimization in modern digital designs. The authors were of
the view that this is the only option for modern day designers to meet the strict power
requirements accompanying modern hardware design. Several reasons have been
identified in this work to motivate this point. A multitude of low-level information
ranging from functional, structural, temporal to spatial details would need to be
considered together if the optimization was to be done considering manually written
RTL. This would obviously make the optimization process very difficult especially
considering the strict timing constraints accompanying modern digital designs. Ad-
ditionally, the authors argued that power scaling necessitates the evaluation and
optimization of system architecture as soon as possible in the design flow i.e. before
the RTL.
A detailed study of multiple energy efficient system-level design methods has
also been presented in [66]. The main hardware components consuming the most
energy as identified in this work are the computation, communication and storage
units and it is emphasized to consider system-level energy-efficient design techniques
in all of the three main hardware components.
Hence, it can be safely said that there exists a general consensus in the design
community regarding the importance of system-level power optimization techniques.
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Acknowledging this fact, many commercial tools have been developed in the recent
past e.g. Vista Architect from Mentor Graphics as well as Chip Vision’s Orinoco
and PowerOptTM. A couple of working groups were constituted by IEEE in 2014
to standardize system-level power modeling for SoC devices [67]. The proposition
of a fully automated design methodology consisting of power specification at the
system-level and its application in combination with HLS thus is a crucial but rather
rarely explored domain and is thus a theme of this research activity.
6.2 Methodology Description
This section describes our proposed LP-HLS flow in detail. It consists of an HLS-
based flow similar to the one presented in Fig. 1.3. A short overview of the methodol-
ogy is presented here. The power intent in our proposed flow is derived by extracting
the design related information from the system-level design description. This in-
formation is combined with the PSO specification rules as well as the technology
related information to generate the CPF file. The CPF rules describing low-power
design are then applied on the design during the later stages of the backend design
flow.
Besides the HLS flow, the LP-HLS methodology also consists of a power intent
generator tool (producing the CPF automatically) and a final fully integrated backend
design flow, both of which are explained here.
6.2.1 Power Intent Generation Tool
The developed CPF automation tool uses #pragma directives (in the SystemC design
file) in combination with specifications file written by the designer, to extract the
power intent for a specific design. The basic structure of our automated CPF genera-
tion tool is shown in Fig. 6.1 while the various steps involved in CPF generation are
depicted in the form of a flow chart in Fig. 6.2.
The technology related information e.g. the technology libraries (usually best,
worst and nominal cases), is provided by the (Tech. spec. file) as depicted in Fig. 6.1.
This file contains the relevant information expressed in a CPF compliant syntax. The
information regarding the power nets (created during physical implementation) and
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Fig. 6.1 Illustration of the CPF generation tool
their operating conditions e.g. their voltage levels, is also provided by this file. This
information is utilized later by the different power modes specified.
The rules required to implement PSO are provided using #pragma directives in
the (Intent Spec. file) as shown in Fig. 6.1. These rules are dependent on the design
specific parameters and include e.g. description of power rules such as power switch,
isolation and state retention rules.
Additionally, the CPF generation tool needs as an input, the files describing the
system-level model. It would extract the design related information from the model
files e.g. the modules belonging to the switchable and always ON domains, the
various signals needed to achieve isolation, state retention and PSO etc. This is
accomplished by again using #pragma directives before the name of the respective
instances. The tool looks for those unique pragmas thereby, creating token strings
for the succeeding instances and storing the information for later processing. The
power domain names may be specified by the designer or alternately, they may be
generated by the parser. Once the custom data structure gathers all the important
information from the input files, the power rules compliant with CPF standard are
generated corresponding to each pragma directive, while utilizing the information
specified in the configuration files.
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6.2.2 Complete Design Flow
The complete low power design flow beginning with a system-level design and ending
with a power-optimized gate-level implementation, while utilizing our proposed LP-
HLS methodology combined with the standard RTL-to-gates flow is depicted in
Fig. 6.3.
Most of the operational flow is similar to the standard HLS-based low-power
design flow as depicted in Fig. 5.3, however, few blocks representing a simplified
view of the steps involved in the automatic power intent generation have been added
here. The authors in [68] emphasize on the use of a "design improvement loop" at
each level of abstraction to assist in finding an optimal solution when the final target
is a low-power implementation. Such a loop typically uses a power analyzer (shown
shaded in Fig. 6.3) to rank different design, synthesis and optimization alternatives
thereby choosing the one that is potentially more effective from the point of view
of power consumption. The flip side of this approach however, is that it requires
the availability of power estimators in addition to synthesis and optimization tools
providing reliable results at different abstraction levels.
The necessary steps involved in the design flow can be briefly summarized here
again for completeness. The complete system-level design (with PMB instantiated)
goes through the various standard HLS steps e.g. target technology specification,
making micro-architecture choices and specifying scheduling constraints, thereby
giving the corresponding RTL implementation. This HLS process is accompanied in
parallel by our tool that generates the CPF file using the information extracted from
the system-level description and the configuration files, following the methodology
specified before. This is followed by power-aware logic synthesis which involves
several steps e.g. reading and elaborating the RTL design, enabling the application
of coarse-grained CG logic, reading the power intent, setting timing constraints
followed by design synthesis. Moreover, switching activities are annotated for
accurate power analysis and finally power structure verification is performed to
verify the correctness of power intent applied along with the logic equivalence check
for the gate-level netlist against the input RTL.
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Chapter 7
Design Test Cases for Methodology
Validation
This chapter presents the test cases which we considered to validate our LP-HLS
methodology. The testbench structure used for functional verification of all the
design test cases is discussed as well. The test cases range from low to medium level
in terms of complexity. The very first test case is a very simple 32 bit hierarchical
ripple-carry adder (RCA), wherein the block processing the 16 most significant bits
is selected for power optimization thus enabling a power-efficient processing of 16
bit values. This is followed by a comparatively more complex ALU processor design,
where we select the multiplication and division blocks for power optimization when
they are not in use. Our third case is even more complex JPEG IDCT decoder design
where we apply PG and CG to the IDCT block. This has been presented earlier in
Section 5.6.1.
7.1 Structure of the testbench for design functional
verification
A typical testbench structure used for the functional verification of the design test
cases is shown in Fig. 7.1. The testbench structure consists of a stimulus generator
used to provide control and data input signals to the DUT. The results are then
monitored for validity, as presented in Fig. 7.1. The general structure of DUT
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Fig. 7.1 General testbench structure for design validation
consists of a system model consisting of a description of all the modules required for
achieving power optimization i.e. the design test case along with other supplementary
modules, similar to the one depicted in Fig. 5.4.
We consider pseudo-random number generators (PRNGs) to provide both the
input data streams as well as random control logic for power gating the RCA and
ALU test cases. Obviously, we could have used probabilistic models to better
reflect the behavior of these modules under real life conditions. This is however, a
sufficiently explored topic and was beyond the scope of our intended research [69],
[70]. It must be noted that we used synthetic switching activity profile in the case of
RCA and ALU while the switching activity in case of IDCT design was extracted by
simulating it under the real-life JPEG IDCT decoder usage scenario.
7.2 Design Test Cases
The three design test cases used for validating our LP-HLS methodology are pre-
sented here.
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7.2.1 Ripple Carry Adder
A hierarchical model of the RCA is described in SystemC in order to power gate
it. It is composed of two identical 16-bit RCAs indicated by MSB_RCA0-15 and
LSB_RCA16-31 representing the MSB and LSB processing respectively as illustrated
in Fig. 7.2. We chose to put MSB_RCA in the power switchable domain, hence
it consists of some additional ports to achieve PSO as can be seen in Fig. 7.2. A
Pshut-off signal is used as a trigger for the PSO operation and the same is provided to
the output multiplexers as well (as clear from the figure) in order to select between
the valid output signals. As mentioned before, a synthetic switching activity profile
is considered to estimate the power in the case of RCA. The RCA is considered to
be in the ON state starting from 30% of the time and various sweeps are given to the
ON state time up until 90% of the overall operational time.
7.2.2 Arithmetic and Logical Unit
The second test case is an ALU processor as depicted in Fig. 7.3 performing a variety
of arithmetic and logical operations e.g. addition, subtraction, bitwise AND/OR etc.
We chose to apply PSO on the MULTIPLY and DIVIDE blocks as they consume the
most hardware resources and hence are the most power consuming blocks [71]. They
are hence, kept in the switchable domain shown shaded in Fig. 7.3. A control signal
SEL is provided to the encoder as a stimulus to choose between unique opcodes
assigned to each individual operation. The same SEL signal is used to turn the power
switchable domains ON and OFF as well. The ON period for the power switchable
domains in the case of ALU varies between approximately 10% of the time and 90%
of the time.
7.2.3 JPEG IDCT decoder
The third test case is a JPEG IDCT decoder design as was presented in Section 5.6.1.
We power gate the IDCT module which is the most complex and power consuming
part of the overall JPEG decoder and hence it is a natural choice to be considered for
PSO optimization.
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Besides being the most complex case among our selected test cases, the IDCT
module consumes a considerable amount of the RAM resources, which makes it even
more desirable to validate our power optimization methodology. This is because
the memories in modern SoCs may be as much or sometimes even more hungry for
power when compared with the data path [17]. Their dynamic power consumption
may amount to around one-third of the overall SoC power, while the remaining
two-thirds coming from the data path and the clock-trees [72]. The system model
for a power-aware JPEG IDCT decoder is depicted in Fig. 5.7. Since, the switching
activity in this case comes from the real-time simulation of a JPEG-IDCT decoder,
this enables us to validate our methodology in a more realistic scenario.
7.3 Results
The general experimental setup utilizes a SystemC description of the design under
test i.e. the RCA, ALU processor and the IDCT design. Tool chain from Cadence, as
mentioned in Section 5.6.2, is used for high-level synthesis, backend implementation
as well as for logic equivalence check and power structure verification. Various
implementations of the algorithms have been considered for testing our methodology
i.e. unoptimized designs, optimized designs (with both PG and CG) and optimized
designs with various sweeps considered for the switching activities on the power
control signals. The main difference with the flow described before in Section 5.4.1 is
that our proposed LP-HLS methodology has been used here to automatically generate
the CPF file for power intent description along with generating RTL implementation
for each design test case. In comparison, the CPF file previously was written
manually while only the PMB was described in SystemC and synthesized as an
instantiation along with our design under test in a top-level module.
It should be noted that without utilizing our proposed methodology, the power
intent would need to be described manually at a lower level of abstraction e.g. RTL
(generated automatically in an HLS based flow). It normally consists of thousands of
lines of code, which is very difficult to understand and needs a considerable design
effort (for power intent description) as we experienced during the activity presented
in [5] and described before in Chapter 5. A huge amount of manual effort was put
into that activity, first to understand and then derive design related information from
an automatically generated RTL, in order to achieve a low power implementation.
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This was followed by manually writing a CPF file to achieve the intended low power
implementation. In contrast, our LP-HLS methodology and the accompanying tool
can automate this process by extracting the relevant information from the design and
generating the CPF file automatically. This would greatly reduce the effort both in
terms of design time as well as design understanding. The power analysis is based
on the power models incorporated in the standard cell libraries and it depends on the
expected state of the signal at the boundary of the standard cells and their rate of
toggling [53].
In order to validate our methodology, we took a range of values for the static
probabilities as well as the toggle rates of the power control pins corresponding to the
PMB. The static probability corresponds to the overall workload of an operation while
the toggle rate, as mentioned before, determines the number of signal transitions in
a unit time. The static probability affects the static power consumption while the
toggle rate influences the dynamic power consumption of the design.
As mentioned before, the switching activities corresponding to IDCT are ex-
tracted by performing the RTL simulation in real-time JPEG decoder usage scenario
while sweeps are applied only on the toggle rates to perform power analysis. In the
rest of the cases, synthetic input data is used and static probability i.e. utilization
for the switchable domain is specified as a factor of the utilization of the rest of the
design. The toggle rates for the power control pins on the other hand are specified
based on the utilization factor.
The power analysis for the RCA is represented in tabular form in Table. 7.1 and
depicted graphically in Fig. 7.4. The various test cases are determined based on
the operation workload (usage) of the MSB_RCA module. Our first test case is
an example with no power optimization and a 50% usage of the MSB_RCA. The
rest of the cases include both static and dynamic power optimizations through PG
and CG respectively, while using MSB_RCA usage of 90%, 70%, 50% and 30%
respectively. It is clear from the table that the power optimizations result in halving
of the static power and also result in dynamic power saving by around 2-3X even
with 90% MSB_RCA usage as compared to 50% usage in the unoptimized case. The
MSB_RCA takes around 31% of the overall chip area of the RCA test case hence
making it an acceptable choice to be considered for power optimization. Furthermore,
the static and dynamic power consumption of the optimized design reduces as the
workload corresponding to MSB_RCA is reduced due a reduction in the overall
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static probability and toggling of the power control pins and hence a corresponding
reduction in the usage and toggling of modules in the switchable domain.
The second test case is an ALU processor in which we consider power gating
(and clock gating) the division (DIV) and multiplication (MULT) blocks. These
modules combined consist of a 48% of the overall chip area and hence form natural
choices to be considered for design power optimization. They are assigned to two
separate power switchable domains and assigned different usage percentages. The
usage percentages in case of power optimized designs range from 1% (for DIV) to
10% (for MULT) representing integer workload and sweeps are given from 10%-30%
(for DIV) and from 40%-60% (for MULT) corresponding to DSP operations. An
unoptimized ALU test case with 10% utilization for DIV module and 40% for MULT
is also considered. It is clear from Table. 7.2 as well as from Fig. 7.5 that we get
significant amount of saving in both static and dynamic power as we perform power
gating and clock gating. The savings are more profound for lower utilization values
as expected. The modules assigned to switchable domain represent almost half of
the overall chip area in this case, hence resulting in greater overall power saving as
compared to that achieved in the RCA case.
Our third and the most complex test case is an IDCT design of a JPEG IDCT
decoder. The IDCT module here represents around 96% of the overall chip area and
hence the power savings are even higher in this case than the previous two test cases.
Various implementations are considered which involve an unoptimized implementa-
tion, followed by optimized implementations with IDCT workload corresponding to
JPEG usage and finally by increasing the IDCT usage toggle rates by factors of 4X,
8X and 32X respectively. The results are presented in Table. 7.3 and also illustrated
in Fig. 7.6. We get a saving by almost 50% in terms of static power due to power
gating. We also obtain a 19X saving in dynamic power saving mainly due to clock
gating used in optimized implementations. As the amount of toggling increases, the
dynamic power increases due to more frequent switching of the IDCT module while
the static power remains the same as the static probability for the various test cases
remain the same.
This test case is important for validating our proposed methodology also because
it uses a considerable amount of memories, accessing which, normally consumes
considerable amount of power. We thus, performed an analysis by considering the
complete design and the corresponding memory modules involved in terms of total
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Table 7.1 Power versus Area for RCA
Activity Pstatic (µW) Pdynamic (µW) Area (µm2)
No opt @ 50% 70 255
MSB_RCA⇒ 1051 (31%)
90% 35 104 Total ⇒ 3362
70% 31 97
50% 28 93
30% 25 90
Table 7.2 Power versus Area for ALU processor
Activity DIV-MULT Pstatic (µW) Pdynamic (µW) Area (µm2)
No opt @ 10%-40% 190 1072
MULT ⇒ 4790 (18%)
30%-60% 140 341 Total ⇒ 27361
20%-50% 133 283 DIV ⇒ 8219 (30%)
10%-40% 129 237
1%-10% 86 160
power consumption and chip area. This was necessary to demonstrate that the IDCT
design uses a considerable amount of RAM resources and hence is a good candidate
to demonstrate that our proposed methodology can be applicable to optimize designs
with memory accesses consuming significant amount of power. The results are given
in Table. 7.4. In case of JPEG usage, the static power due to memory accesses is
about 45% of the total power consumed by the module. The RAM dynamic power
on the other hand is around 36% of the total power while the area corresponding to
RAM is almost half of the overall chip area. These parameters show that the design
consists of a considerable amount of memory accesses and can help in verifying our
power optimization methodology for memory access intensive designs in general. It
shall be noted that the factor of RAM dynamic power versus total dynamic power
after optimizations is increased from 11% in unoptimized case to around 36% in
the optimized case. This may be because, we employ a very global form of CG in
our analysis which is not that effective as far as RAMs are concerned as their write
enable pin is already configured carefully to do an almost-perfect clock gating.
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Table 7.3 Power versus Area for IDCT
Activity Pstatic (µW) Pdynamic (µW) Area (µm2)
No opt 572 12570
IDCT ⇒ 42271 (96%)
32X toggle on enable 240 849 Total ⇒ 44124
8X toggle on enable 240 726
4X toggle on enable 240 680
JPEG case 240 655
Table 7.4 Complete IDCT design versus RAM wrt area and power consumption
Activity Pstatic Pdynamic Area (µm
2)
Total RAM Total RAM Total RAM
No opt 572 280 12570 1396 43919 21156
32X toggle on enable 240 108 849 258 44124 21490
8X toggle on enable 240 108 726 250 44124 21490
4X toggle on enable 240 108 680 240 44124 21490
JPEG usage 240 108 655 237 44124 21490
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
This thesis is a collection of activities carried out during my doctoral studies regarding
electronic design automation and methodology in general and power/energy-efficient
hardware design methodologies in particular. Specifically, it consists of a combi-
nation of two loosely bound research activities that were performed during this
duration.
The first activity was regarding the prospects of using FPGAs (rather than GPUs)
as hardware accelerators in future HPC systems. FPGAs can offer considerable oper-
ational capabilities while consuming only a fraction of the overall power consumed
by several high-end GPUs. This is mainly due to the fact that the control structure
in the case of FPGA is hardwired thereby eliminating the need to fetch, decode and
execute instructions. Furthermore, it is possible to customize the on-chip global
memory for applications merely by using some HLS directives, hence resulting in a
drastic reduction in multiplexing energy costs. The main hindrance however, in their
utilization as hardware accelerators is the complexity in programming them.
To counter this, we explored the idea of using HLS to implement a widely used
classification algorithm namely the KNN algorithm on an FPGA directly from its
OpenCL code, by utilizing the SDAccel tool from Xilinx. Our analysis showed
that, though FPGAs generally offer better power/energy efficiency as compared to
GPUs, yet by performing a thorough analysis of the algorithm characteristics, we
can have an FPGA implementation that is superior to the GPU even in terms of
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execution time. Thus, we were able to have an FPGA implementation that was
pareto-optimal in comparison to GPU implementations in terms of energy, power as
well as performance.
It exploited the notion that for an FPGA implementation to outperform GPU,
we must rely less on the off-chip DRAM and must use the on-chip BRAM more.
To that effect, we exploited an optimization offered by SDAccel called "On-chip
global memory" optimization to map buffers used for inter-kernel communications
to on-chip BRAMs as well as data streaming options. Both of them are very difficult
to realize in a GPU e.g. through OpenCL pipes, but are more conveniently available
on an FPGA. Moreover, the pareto-optimal implementation also had a kernel i.e.
the NEIGHBOR ESTIMATION kernel, consisting of large number of branching
operations. Algorithms with such large number of conditionals can adversely effect
the performance on a GPU-based platform due to the "thread divergence" problem
but they can still be pipelined on an FPGA-based platform.
Thus based on these findings, we can conclude that generally algorithms would
work efficiently on FPGAs in comparison to GPUs if they can exploit the compara-
tively flexible memory architecture of FPGAs in a better way. Local memory in a
GPU is managed by a full interconnect network with arbitration. As such, it performs
well only when access patterns by work items match its fixed bank structure well.
So the algorithmic code needs to be changed in order to adapt to the memory, and
it becomes GPU-specific. On the other hand, memory in case of an FPGA can be
partitioned based on directives, without the need to change the algorithmic code. It
can also assist in data streaming i.e. by utilizing the on-chip global memory buffers.
Additionally, algorithms with several conditionals can cause thread divergence on
GPUs but they can still be pipelined and hence executed very efficiently on an FPGA.
The second part of the research was pertaining to an HLS-based low power
methodology for an ASIC design flow. In particular, the target was to develop a
methodology to enable automatic extraction of relevant information for a given
design context in order to automatically write a CPF file to perform PSO at the
instances of design inactivity. This was accomplished by developing an LP-HLS
methodology. This methodology is essentially based on the description of a generic
power management module in SystemC to provide the signals necessary to achieve
PSO. Additionally, it also consists of a tool that can generate the necessary low power
directives (compliant to CPF syntax) to achieve PSO in a given design context.
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Multiple hardware accelerators ranging from simple designs to moderately com-
plex ones, were developed in SystemC as test cases to validate the proposed method-
ology. The design test cases considered were a 32-bit hierarchical RCA, an ALU
processor and an IDCT design normally used for data compression. Clock gating
was utilized as well to save dynamic power by gating clocks at the instances when
the design was being power gated. The main aim of this activity was to achieve a
significant reduction in design effort by enabling designers to extract power intent
automatically for modular designs, while still utilizing HLS to obtain a wide range
of target system implementations. IDCT design presented a test case utilizing signif-
icant memory modules which was important as it enabled us to validate our LP-HLS
methodology for designs containing considerable number of memory accesses (and
the corresponding higher power consumption). Power analysis after logic synthesis
(using RTL compiler from Cadence) was performed for a wide range of design
usage scenarios and the results validated the ability of our proposed methodology to
accurately derive the power intent for the example test cases.
8.2 Future Work
As a future extension of the former activity, we intend to use the findings from that
activity to develop an HLS-based methodology for accelerating OpenCL kernels
while minimizing energy consumption through FPGA implementation. This would
involve enhancing the level of automation in presently available HLS tools beginning
with a non hardware-specific OpenCL model. The findings from this intended
future activity will contribute significantly to the transition to exascale computing (in
modern HPC systems) by reducing the overall energy costs while keeping a check
on the algorithm design and optimization costs.
As far as the later activity is concerned, the developed methodology can be
extended to include the support for the UPF standard for low power architectures.
The work can also be extended to automatically generate CPF files for other power
optimization options e.g. multiple supply voltage and dynamic voltage frequency
scaling.
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Appendix A
CPF file for IDCT
####################
# Technology part of the CPF #
####################
set_hierarchy_separator /
set_power_unit uW
# Specify libraries #
define_library_set -name lib_wc -libraries
"/tech_libs/nangate/NangateOpenCellLibrary_PDKv1_3_v2010_12/Low_
Power/Front_End/Liberty/ECSM/LowPowerOpenCellLibrary_slow_ecsm.lib
/tech_libs/nangate/NangateOpenCellLibrary_PDKv1_3_v2010_12/
/Front_End/Liberty/ECSM/NangateOpenCellLibrary_slow_ecsm.lib"
# Specify special cells #
## Isolation Cells ##
define_isolation_cell -cells "ISO_FENCE0N_X*" -enable EN
-valid_location to
## Power Switch Cells ##
define_power_switch_cell -cells "HEADER_X*" -power VDD
-power_switchable VVDD -type header -stage_1_enable SLEEP
## Retention Cells ##
define_state_retention_cell -cells "DFFR_X*" -restore_function
RN
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## Always ON Cells ##
define_always_on_cell -cells "AON_BUF_X*"
####################
# Design part of the CPF #
####################
set_design topmodule_rtl
# Declare power/ground nets #
create_power_nets -nets TVDD -voltage 0.95
create_power_nets -nets VDD -internal
create_ground_nets -nets VSS -voltage 0
# Specify power domains #
create_power_domain -name PD_default -default
create_power_domain -name PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl -instances
{XLXI_3} -shutoff_condition {!XLXI_2/pse}
# Nominal operating conditions #
create_nominal_condition -name off -voltage 0
create_nominal_condition -name on -voltage 0.95
# Modes of operation #
create_power_mode -name PM1 -domain_conditions {PD_default@on
PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl@on} -default
create_power_mode -name PM2 -domain_conditions {PD_default@on
PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl@off}
# Design rules #
## Isolation rule ##
create_isolation_rule -name iso1 -from PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl
-to
PD_default -isolation_condition {XLXI_2/iso_en} -isolation_output
low
-isolation_target from
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## Power switch rule ##
create_power_switch_rule -name psr1 -domain PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl
-external_power_net TVDD
## State retention rule ##
create_state_retention_rule -name st1 -domain PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl
-restore_edge {!XLXI_2/ret_en}
####################
# Update libraries #
####################
# Associate library sets with nominal conditions #
update_nominal_condition -name on -library_set lib_wc
# Update the isolation rules #
update_isolation_rules -names iso1 -cells {ISO_FENCE0N_X1
ISO_FENCE0N_X2 ISO_FENCE0N_X4}
# Update powerswitch rules #
update_power_switch_rule -name psr1 -prefix CPF_PS_ -cells
{HEADER_X1 HEADER_X2 HEADER_X4}
# Specify timing constraints #
update_power_mode -name PM1 -sdc_files constraints/mmmc/idct.sdc
# Describing power nets #
create_global_connection -domain PD_default -net TVDD -pins
VDD
create_global_connection -domain PD_default -net VSS -pins
VSS
create_global_connection -domain PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl -net
VDD -pins VDD
create_global_connection -domain PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl -net
VSS -pins VSS
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# update Power Domain #
update_power_domain -name PD_default -internal_power_net
TVDD
update_power_domain -name PD_xbus_hw_idct_rtl -internal_power_net
VDD
end_design
# END #
